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A B S T R A C T 

 

The present research aims to study the relationship 
between earning and price momentum in the companies listed 
in Tehran’s Stock Exchange with respect to the life cycle and the 
size. For this purpose, the data for 80 companies listed in 
Tehran’s Stock Exchange, during 2006 to 2011 has been 
gathered. In this study, research hypotheses are tested by 
multi-factor regression model and F-test and also T-test. The 
findings obtained in this research indicate that there is a 
significant relationship between earnings momentum and share 
price momentum, and the variables of life cycle and firm size 
are among the factors affecting the relationship between main 
variables and also increase the modified determination 
coefficient. So that, in large companies which are in mature 
stage of life cycle, this relationship is confirmed and it is 
rejected at other stages. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, regarding to the researches, many assumptions of modern financial theory have 
been challenged. One of the most challenging observations in financial markets is that, unlike Efficient 
Market Theory which is the infrastructure of several theories proposed in modern financial theory, return 
on ordinary share over different intervals has specific behavior and individual investors also can achieve a 
return more than market return without any more risks and only by applying appropriate investment 
strategy. In most exchanges in the world, researchers have studied the efficiency and the relationships 
between different investment strategies. Currently, one of the transaction and portfolio management 
strategies broadly used in the world’s capital markets and its profitability to make additional returns also 
has been approved in several researches, are momentum and contrarian strategy. These strategies are 
standing against Efficient Market Theory; thus, confirming the profitability of them and considering the 
factors affecting on the explanation of the relationships between these strategies can be a basic challenge 
in opposition to the modern financial theory and the efficiency of market. The present study reviews the 
literature of research and explains the assumptions, methodology, findings and data analysis and present 
the conclusion and recommendations at the end. 

2. Materials and methods 

A notable and considerable literature has been documented on transaction strategies, its types, and 
their profitability. - Yao Zheng ,Peihwang Wei and Eric Osmer (2012) in a research investigated the 
relationship between earning and price momentum in different periods. They found by using theoretical 
framework of Marcov Switching causing changes in high and low fluctuations that price momentum will 
be increased significantly with earning’s acceleration in high fluctuation state. In addition, limited financial 
resources and sensitivity of investor to the opportunities in the future may explain these two 
phenomenon.Markowitz and Grinblatt (1999) found a strong and stable momentum effect. They showed 
that previous winner share purchase strategy and previous loser share sale strategy even after controlling 
the size effect, the ratio of book value to market value, individual share momentum, and dispersion in 
average return is profitable. Rouwenhorst (1998) by using the data from 12 European countries during 
1995-1980 found that winner portfolio performs better than loser portfolios and showed that continues 
return is adversely related to the firm size. Grinblatt and Titman (1989) by using momentum strategy 
found excess earnings, but they observed that momentum earnings are spoiled a year after the 
constitution of portfolio. Hong and Stein (1999) assumed that momentum is caused by gradual dispersion 
of specific information. Hong and Stein tested the hypothesis by using the data of U.S and found an 
evidence for the gradual dispersion of information assumption. Particularly, Hong et al (2000) proved that 
momentum strategy acts better in the share with less analyst coverage. They concluded that although the 
size is adversely related to the momentum earnings, excessive analyst coverage will evoke momentum 
effect in the capital market of U.S after clearing size effect. In a European framework, - Doukas and 
Macknight (2005) found a proof for Hong and Stein’s hypothesis which was consistent with the findings of 
Hong et al (2000). Macknight and Hu (2006) evaluated momentum earnings by using the variables of the 
ratio of book value to the market value, size and analyst coverage. And these variables were used as 
representatives for momentum earnings. They also concluded that momentum earnings are adversely 
related to the three above factors and BTM ratio, analyst coverage, and size are important respectively. 
Fama and French (1996) claims that a company with high BV/MV are valued companies which have value 
premium and make more profit than companies with lower BV/MV which are growing companies and 
have less growth. Lakonishok et al (1994) suggest that the market evaluate growing share upper than 
price and evaluate value share lower than price; thus it cause value premium for growing share. 
Accordingly, growing share is more likely to make more momentum earnings. The first research on the life 
cycle of companies in the field of accounting has been performed by Anthony and Ramesh. They 
investigated the relationship between performance criteria such as sale growth and capital costs with 
share market price by categorizing the life cycle into growth, maturation, and declination stages. They 
aimed to investigate market reaction to the accounting information published during different stages of 
life cycle. Their findings also show that there is a significant relationship between performance criteria 
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and share market price in different stages of life cycle; so that the relevance of sale growth criteria and 
capital costs is decreasing from emergence to declination stages. 
 

2.1. Research hypotheses 

There is a significant relationship between earning momentum and share price momentum. 
Firm size is effective on the relationship between earning momentum and share price momentum. 
Life cycle is effective on the relationship between earning momentum and share price momentum. 
Life cycle and firm size are effective on the relationship between earning momentum and share price 

momentum. 
The present research is applied in terms of objective, and is descriptive-correlational in terms of 

method and nature. The purpose of this research is to investigate the relationship between earning 
momentum (independent variable) and share price momentum (dependent variable). Linear regression 
model has been used to investigate the relationship between these two variables. Research hypotheses 
have been investigated at the confidence level of 95%. It should be noted that nonlinear relationship test 
was also performed between research variables; it was specified regarding to the value of F-statistic and 
significance level that linear regression presents the best fitting of variables. 

2.2. Data gathering and sample selection 

This research has used library methods and reference to the archives for gathering required data. 
Research tools include financial statements, attached notes, and financial reports of studied companies, 
which were collected by RahavardNovin Software and Tehran Stock Exchange official website. The data 
were analyzed after categorization calculation through Excel and finally Eviews software. 

The population of study consists of all companies listed in Tehran stock exchange during 2006 to 
2010 which was 489 companies and the sample has been selected by considering the following items: 

Companies accepted before research period 
Their financial year is ended at 29 Esfand each year 
Non-financial companies (because of different balance sheet) 
Active transaction symbol and presence of share price during research period 
Statement of seasonal earning and non-stop of transaction symbol more than 90 days 
Completion of data 
Finally, regarding to the above criteria, 80 companies were selected as targeted (systematic) sample. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Research model and measurement method 

The following model has been estimated for hypotheses test: 
RPW-RPL                                                                                                                                                                      

3.2. Variable definition 

RM: return on momentum portfolio (difference between the return of two portfolios and abnormal 
low and high return) 

α: interception 
βij: variable coefficient 
E(SUF-SUE): difference between the return of two portfolios and unexpected low and high earning 
E(ABRH-ABRL):difference between the return of two portfolios and abnormal return around report 

date of low and high earning 
E(SIZEH-SIZEL):difference between the return of two portfolios and low and high size 
E(P/EH-P/EL):difference between the return of two portfolios and the ratio of price to earn per share 
E(B/MH-B/ML):difference between the return of two portfolios and the ratio of book value to 

market value 
(RM-RF): risk premium 
RM=RPW-RPL                                                                                                                                                       (2) 
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Dependent variable 
Dependent variable in this research is momentum portfolio return. To determine abnormal return of 

share within study period in each fiscal year, modified market model has been used. In this model, it is 
assumed that market return is the result of expected process of stock return of companies in each 
intervals. Thus, the difference between stock real return and market return within period t indicates 
abnormal return of shares within period t. and the return of momentum portfolio is calculated as follow: 

Where Rpw is equal to the return on winner portfolio and RPL is the return on loser portfolio. 
Independent variables 
In this study, abnormal return around earning report date, and standardized unexpected earning are 

considered as independent variables. To measure the variables, the following indexes have been used: 
                                                                                                                          

(3)  
 
 

 
Where r is return on share in day j. the day of declaring the last realized seasonal earning, j=0 and r is 

the return on cash index and price. We sum existing abnormal return from 2 days before to 1 day after 
report date to calculate abnormal return around earning report date. Standard unexpected earning is 
calculated as follow: 

 
 (4) 
 
 
eiq= seasonal earning of share i, which has been reported in month teiq-4= 4 months earning of 

share iσit= standard deviation of unexpected earnings during 8 previous seasons 
Control variables 
Price to earnings ratio 
Price to earnings ratio, which is one of the most popular ratio in market, is calculated as follow: 
Price to earning= share price at the end of fiscal year/earn per share  (5) 
Book to Market value ratio 
The ratio of book value to market value is basically calculated as follow: first, book value of normal 

share is determined by using the information of latest balance sheet. Market value is also specified by the 
product of market price of normal share at the last day of constitution of portfolio and the number of 
published shares. Then, book value of equity is divided by market value, so that this ratio is obtained. (6) 

 
 
 
 

Firm size 
Various methods are used to calculate the firm size. For example, some use total asset for this 

purpose. Sale is also used in some cases as firm size. In this study, market value has been used as firm size 
and is obtained by the product of market value at the last day of constitution of portfolio and the number 
of published shares. 

(7) 
(8) 
 
 

n= number of published shares 
p= share price at the last day of constitution of portfolio 
Since the firm size is larger than other variables, we make a logarithm form market value during 

calculation, so that it would be closer to other variables. 
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Risk premium 
Risk premium is the difference between market return and risk-free return. 
Life cycle 
In this study, 3 stages have been defined for description of life cycle; including: 1- birth or 

emergence, 2- growth, 3- maturation, 4- declination or inertia; and the life cycle is determined based on 
sale growth criteria, change in capital costs, and life. 

Because of using sectional data, regression model assumptions including variance conformity, lack of 
self-correlation between error terms, lack of linearity, and lack of normality of model, are tested and 
confirmed. 

 
Table1 
Categorization of companies based on life cycle. 

Life cycle SG CEV AGE 

Growth High High Young 
Maturation Medium Medium Mature 
Declination Low Low Old 

 
First hypothesis test 
To investigate the relationship between independent variable (share earnings momentum), 

dependent variable (price momentum), and control variables, a linear multi-variable regression model has 
been estimated. The results of model estimation and lack of Multicollinearity between all research 
variables have been presented in table 3. As it can be seen in table3, possibility of t-test for constant 
coefficient and variable coefficients of standard unexpected earnings and abnormal return to momentum 
portfolio return is less than 10%, and there is statistically a positive and significant relationship between 
dependent and independent variables at the presence of control variables. Regarding to the amount of 
Fisher statistic and its significance level, which are respectively 6.2655 and 0.0044, the model is 
competent. On the other hand, Durbin-Watson statistic is also 1.847 indicating the independence of 
residuals. Determination coefficient represents the explanatory power of independent variables which are 
able to explain 72% of changes in dependent variable. It should be noted that, none of control variables in 
the model are significant. Finally, the first hypothesis is accepted and regression model is presented as 
follow: 

RM= 174.5242+0.419424E (SUEH- SUEL)-0.966187 E (ABRH- ABRL) 
Coefficient between independent variables is less than 0.5 indicating that Multicollinearity in such 

cases is negligible. 
 
Table2 
Descriptive statistics of variables. 

Second hypothesis test 
This hypothesis tests the effect of firm size on the relationship between independent variable (share 

earnings momentum), dependent variable (price momentum) at the presence of control variables. The 
results of model estimation and lack of Multi collinearity between all research variables have been 
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presented. Regarding to the results, t-statistic is 5.868 and significance level of 0.005 with positive 
coefficient of 0.470 confirm a positive and significant relationship between earn per share prediction 
error and abnormal return at the presence of control variables. Regarding to the amount of Fisher statistic 
and its significance level, which are respectively 2.877 and 0.006, the model is competent. On the other 
hand, Durbin-Watson statistic is also 1.831 indicating the independence of residuals. The amount of 
determination coefficient (0.282) means that multi-variable regression model explains approximately 
28.2% of changes in abnormal return after a year of entering to the capital market. 71.8% of changes in 
abnormal return on share is influenced by other factors. In this period of time, none of control variables 
are significant. Finally, the second hypothesis is accepted and regression model is presented as follow: 

RM= 179.161 
Correlation coefficient between independent variables is less than 0.5 indicating that 

Multicollinearity in such cases is negligible. 
 

Table3 
First hypothesis test results. 

Third hypothesis test 
The results of three sub-hypotheses of the third hypothesis have been presented in tables 4 to 7. As 

it can be seen from tables 4 and 6, among the stages of life cycle tested in the population of research: 
modified determination coefficient, significance level, f-statistic for the relationship between independent 
variable and control variables with dependent variable and confirmed hypothesis at different stages of life 
cycle are different. Therefore, sub-hypothesis 3-1 at the growth stage and sub-hypothesis 3-2 at 
maturation stage are confirmed; indicating that life cycle is effective on the relationship between earnings 
momentum and price momentum. It should be noted that, the highest determination coefficient between 
studied stages was observed in maturation stage. Regression model of sub-hypotheses 3-1 and 3-2 are 
represented respectively: 

Table 5 shows that correlation coefficient between independent variables is less than 0.5 indicating 
that Multicollinearity in such cases is negligible. 

This hypothesis investigated the effect of life cycle and firm size on the relationship between 
independent variable, dependent variable, and control variables simultaneously.The results of three sub-
hypotheses of the fourth hypothesis have been presented in tables 8 to 13. As it can be seen from tables 
8, 10, and 12, among the stages of life cycle and size levels tested in the population of research: modified 
determination coefficient, significance level, f-statistic for the relationship between independent variable 
and control variables with dependent variable and confirmed hypothesis at different stages of life cycle 
and firm size are different. Therefore, sub-hypothesis 4-2 at maturation stage and large size companies is 
confirmed; indicating that life cycle and firm size are effective on the relationship between earnings 
momentum and price momentum. 
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Table4 
Hypothesis3-2 test results. 

 
Table5 
Multi collinearity results for the Hypothesis3-2 statistical model. 

Fourth hypothesis test 
 
 
Table6 
Hypothesis3-3 test results. 
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It should be noted that, the highest determination coefficient between studied stages was observed 
in maturation stage. Regression model of sub-hypotheses 4-2 is represented respectively: 

 
 

Table7 
Multi collinearity results for the Hypothesis3-3 statistical model. 

 
Table8 
Hypothesis4-1 test results. 

 
Table9 
Multi collinearity results for the Hypothesis4-1 statistical model. 
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Table10 
Hypothesis4-2 test results. 

 
 
Table12 
Hypothesis4-3 test results. 

Table13 
Multi collinearity results for the Hypothesis4-3 statistical model. 

 
      Table 11 shows that correlation coefficient between independent variables is less than 0.5 indicating 
that Multi collinearity in such cases is negligible. 
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Table11 
Multi collinearity results for the Hypothesis4-2 statistical model. 

4. Conclusions  

The profitability of momentum strategies that cause abnormal return has been investigated and 
approved in several researches. Thus, regarding to the contradiction among financial theorists while some 
of them believe that price momentum is completely resulted from earning momentum, and other believe 
that some other factors are also effective on the creation of price momentum. And the effect of other 
incentives will be remained as a empirical question with respect to the life cycle and firm size. In this 
study, the two variables of standard unexpected earning and abnormal return around earning report date 
were used as the representatives for explaining earnings momentum and momentum portfolio return to 
describe the price momentum in capital market of Iran. The results of hypotheses test indicate the 
relationship between earnings momentum and price momentum; this relationship is approved in growing 
and mature companies without considering the size of existing companies. It shows that application of 
momentum strategy is profitable in mature and growing companies in respect and they are able to justify 
this relationship in a high level. Also, by considering the size of existing companies in the sample, this 
relationship is accepted only in large and mature companies and is rejected for other stages of life cycle. 
This result confirms the effect of using size on the relationship between these strategies and applying 
them to achieve additional return. The following recommendations are proposed based on the findings: 

Comparative study of the relationship between transactional strategies and the factors affecting 
them during different periods of time 

Evaluation of the profitability of momentum strategies and the factors affecting them by considering 
transaction costs. 
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